Scientists observe wind-powered wheel
locomotion in tiger beetle larvae (w/ video)
28 March 2011
The Georgia Southern research team found that the
Eastern Beach Tiger Beetle's wheeling is initiated
through spectacular leaping somersaults. At the
team's research site along the coast of Georgia, all
larvae wheeled uphill due to the consistent sea
breeze. Stronger winds and untrampled sands
increased the proportion of larvae that wheeled, as
well as both wheeling distance and speed. In some
cases, larvae wheeled more than 60 meters at an
estimated speed of three meters per second, the
fastest ever recorded for an insect on the ground.
Harvey also notes that jumping is challenging for
elongate, soft-bodied animals with short or no legs
like beetle larvae. "Leaping is known for only a few
animals with this 'worm-like' morphology. At first we
thought our larvae were just wildly thrashing around
(PhysOrg.com) -- Research conducted by Georgia until they happened to catch the breeze. But our
Southern University associate professor of biology slow-motion videos showed that they were actually
making carefully timed leaps that became these
Alan Harvey, Ph.D. along with former Georgia
beautiful aerial somersaults, which seemed to let
Southern University biology graduate student
them orient to the breeze and then 'hit the ground
Sarah Zukoff will be published in PLoS ONE, an
international, peer-reviewed, open-access, online rolling.' We almost couldn't believe our eyes."
publication. Harvey and Zukoff recently
documented the first case of wind-powered wheel The two researchers suspect that the wheeling
behaviors are escape responses to a type of
locomotion in larvae of "one of the best-studied
insects in North America," the Eastern Beach Tiger parasitoid wasp that specializes in tiger beetle
larvae around the world, which will be the focus of
Beetle Cicindela dorsalis (subspecies media).
their next phase of research. In recent years, many
species of coastal tiger beetles have suffered
The discovery is unique as wheel locomotion, in
precipitous declines that are clearly correlated with
which an animal distorts the shape of its body to
form a rolling wheel, has only been reported for a increased human impacts such as pedestrian or
vehicular traffic, although the exact reasons have
few species worldwide, all of which use either
gravity or their own exertions to power the wheel. been unclear. The team's current research
suggests that the negative effects of foot traffic may
be indirect, preventing larvae from escaping from
"That we could find such an astounding suite of
predators by disrupting the flat, hard surface
behaviors in such a well-studied animal is very
rare," said Harvey. "These discoveries might help necessary for efficient wheeling.
explain how human impacts are causing
populations of this species, and perhaps others, to More information: Harvey A, Zukoff S (2011)
Wind-Powered Wheel Locomotion, Initiated by
decline. This project also demonstrates the value
Leaping Somersaults, in Larvae of the
of continued basic research on organisms if we
Southeastern Beach Tiger Beetle (Cicindela
want to conserve biodiversity."
dorsalis media). PLoS ONE 6(3): e17746.
Northeastern beach tiger beetle. Image credit:
Encyclopedia of Life
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